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who am i

 DBA with 13 years of experience

 Working with Oracle ACS

 http://amardeepsidhu.com/blog

 http://twitter.com/amardeep_sidhu

http://amardeepsidhu.com/blog
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Disclaimer

 This is my understanding of the things

 I don’t know “everything”

 I could be wrong 



Basics

 Comes as a single physical rack

 An Engineered system – All components tested together

 Optimized for running Oracle databases

 Comprises of Compute servers, Storage servers, 
Infiniband switches, Cisco switch and PDUs

 Can have standard configurations like eighth, quarter, 
half, full rack.

 Can have flex configuration also (any number of 
compute and storage servers).

 Can be expanded by adding more Computer servers & 
Storage servers
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Deployment process

 Order is placed

 Hardware is received

 Fill the details in OEDA (MOS note 888828.1) and generate the configuration 

files.

 Hostnames & IPs entries in the DNS

 Run checkip script and validate the output

 Deployment is started



Networks

Traditional

 Public network

 Private network

Exadata

 Management network

 Client/Public network

 1G/10G

 Active-Passive/LACP

 VLAN Tagging

 Private network

 Infiniband security

 Backup network (optional)





Licensed cores

 Enable only the number of cores that you are licensed for

 More cores can be enabled later if you procure the licenses

 Number of cores enabled can’t be decreased

 May result in licensing violation



OVM

 Virtualize compute nodes. Storage cells aren’t virtualized.

 Allows you to create multiple VMs hence multiple RAC clusters

 Can isolate Prod and Dev/Test environments

 Different environments can use different subnets for client network

 Infiniband security can be used to segregate private traffic



Flashcache mode

 Writethrough – Reads go to flash, writes go to disk

 Writeback – Both reads and writes go to flash, Redundancy maintained in 

flash until blocks are written to disk

 Applications doing small writes e.g. OLTP ones may benefit from Writeback

mode 



GI & DB version

 What is the minimum Database version you need to run ?

 Take care of compatible.rdbms

 Can you run GI at the latest available version ? Saves you the upgrade 

efforts later.

 What are the patch levels needed for GI & DB homes ?



Image version

 Generally deployed with latest available version

 Any specific reasons to have the lower version ?

 Is the system going to be part of any Primary/Standby configuration ?

 Is the system going to be part of any multiracked configuration ?



Diskgroups

 3 Diskgroups created in the standard install (DATA, RECO & DBFS)

 Decide the Diskgroup names

 Decide the sizing (DBFS size is fixed)

 Decide the redundancy. Changing redundancy means drop/recreate

 Need Sparse Diskgroup ? May need a minimum GI/DB version



Multiracking scenario

 Multiple Engineered systems connected over Infiniband

 Each Engineered system should have unique set of private IPs

 Infiniband switch firmware versions should be considered

 Best to multirack during deployment phase itself

 Doing it later may involve downtime

 Order required cables with the machine



Split rack scenario

 Applies where you have 4 or more db nodes and 6 or more cells

 Each RAC cluster has its own dedicated physical db nodes and cells

 Infiniband fabric is shared

 Can be used for isolation of environments



Other customizations in OEDA

 Hostnames

 VIP names

 Scan name and port

 Non contiguous IPs

 Cores and memory allocation in VMs



Others

 Check if you are licensed for RAC; If not disable RAC mode

 Use Infiniband listener if application runs on Exalogic/SuperCluster/Exalytics



References

 MOS Note 888828.1

 Exadata documentation https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E80920_01/index.htm

https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E80920_01/index.htm




































Questions ?


